PERFORMER BIOS:

Bambi Rey
Bambi Rey is a dynamic drag performer with a wide range of styles and interests. Her aesthetic varies based on the day’s mood, but can range from spooky to glamorous to downright club kid. Bambi recently got into wig styling and is excited to see where this new hobby will take her.

Prairie Sky
Prairie Sky is arguably Winnipeg’s busiest queen. Since storming on the scene she has become the den mother of the Like That @ Sunshine House, the 1st Miss Queer Winnipeg, and helped found the all indigenous drag collective called Bannock Babes. She has been featured in numerous magazine articles, Season One of CBC’s Canada is a Drag, and one of CBC Manitoba’s Top 40 Under 40. Prairie is a member of Couchiching First Nation and she tries to use her drag to build community while remaining irreverent, aggressively indigenous, and relentlessly queer. She isn’t all pomp though, she is still the foul mouthed queen who loves gowns and talks like a trucker.

Feather Talia
Feather is a two spirit Indigiqueer Drag Queen who had started drag in Regina Sk, but now resides in Winnipeg Manitoba. Feather has been doing drag for almost 7 years and has grown substantial in her art. She is the pride of Muskowekwan First Nation, and represents her culture within her performances and makeup skills. Feather chose to take her life and drag career to Winnipeg Manitoba to learn and find out more about herself and her culture, and had found her ground with her spiritual journey. Feather Talia is heavily involved with groups such as the “Sunshine Bunch”, which is a group of drag artist who reside in the home of the Sunshine House and is a big part of “The Bannock Babes”. Since moving to Winnipeg, Feather has been given the title: Indigiqueer drag Comedian. When Feather is performing, she is here to bring you some sass, yet outrageously funny entertainment! She will either have you gagged with her stunts or your guts hurting from laughter! You can find feather on any social media platforms @FeatherTalia, but I do warn you! You will be delightfully amazed!

DJ J. Jackson
DJ J. Jackson (Jón Jackson Olafson) is notorious for maintaining a packed dance floor. He is one half of Winnipeg’s favourite DJ duo, House of Gold Diamonds and a founding member of the premiere pop party trio, PopTart. He has performed at various local events across our city and has headlined events in Toronto & Iceland. He was voted one of Winnipeg’s Favourite DJs in the 2019 Uniter 30! Prepare yourself for a mixture of disco house, dancefloor divas, pop bops, and queer anthems.